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Abstract� MMWN is a modular system of link� and network�layer algorithms that enables a multihop

mobile wireless network to support distributed� real�time multimedia applications� In this paper� we describe

three key components of this system� the clustering procedures for de�ning a virtual� hierarchical control struc�

ture superimposed on a large network of mobile switches and endpoints� the location management procedures

for determining the current locations of mobile endpoints relative to the hierarchical control structure� and the

virtual circuit management procedures for setting up and repairing virtual circuits as switches and endpoints

move� We also provide performance results� obtained through simulation and analysis� which show the robust�

ness of each of these components with respect to a broad spectrum of transmission ranges and relative mobility

of switches and endpoints�

� Introduction

The evolution of mobile computing and communications technology has been shaped predominantly

by the challenges posed by user mobility and wireless connectivity to the network� In recent years�

quality�of�service provision to support distributed� real�time multimedia applications for mobile users

has emerged as an area of major technological focus �e�g�� see 	�
�	�
�� Most of the solutions proposed

thus far rely on two key assumptions about the network infrastructure� First� the network infrastruc�

ture has predetermined interconnectivity� excluding failure of network components� i�e�� infrastructure

nodes either remain stationary or move in a predictable fashion �e�g�� as in a low�earth�orbit �LEO�

satellite constellation�� Second� the network infrastructure has sucient capacity to satisfy virtually

all trac demands for network resources� These two assumptions serve to push quality�of�service
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issues toward the periphery of the network� speci�cally the wireless hop between the network infras�

tructure and the mobile user� While these assumptions might be reasonable in the contexts of cellular

telephony or mobile internetworking� they are not valid for multihop mobile wireless networks� In such

networks� there is no �xed� wired infrastructure� All nodes� including switches as well as endpoints

�possessing no switching capabilities�� communicate via wireless links and move along trajectories that

are not necessarily planned in advance� The unpredictable movement of switches implies that node

interconnectivity and link properties �e�g�� capacity� error rate� cannot be predetermined� Therefore�

in multihop mobile wireless networks� quality�of�service issues cannot be con�ned to the last hop but

instead pervade the entire network�

Multihop mobile wireless networks are a practical approach to providing low�cost� rapidly�

deployable� self�organizing networks� necessary for communications in situations where no infrastruc�

ture yet exists or where the existing infrastructure has been severely damaged� Use of this type of

network includes but is not limited to communications for tactical maneuvering and strategic planning

on the battle�eld� for emergency relief in an area a�icted by a natural disaster� and for �eld studies

conducted by a team of scientists in a remote location� In many of these situations� timely and accu�

rate receipt of multiple types of information transmitted across the network can mean the di�erence

between life and death� For example� in the battle�eld� situational awareness information distributed

among combatants can be used to pinpoint friendly and hostile forces� in a disaster area� patient vital

signs and medical images transmitted from the �eld to a hospital can be used for remote diagnosis

and rapid treatment of injuries� To be e�ective in these critical situations� the network must be able

to support applications that require real�time interactions� many�to�many delivery� and transport of

voice� video� images� and other forms of data� Many of these applications demand high throughput

and have low tolerance for delay� jitter� loss� and corruption of information�

In this paper� we address the problem of quality�of�service provision in multihop mobile wireless

networks� A network�s ability to provide a speci�ed quality of service between a set of endpoints

depends upon the inherent performance properties �e�g�� delay� throughput� loss rate� error rate� of

the links and nodes� the trac load within the network� and the control algorithms operating at

di�erent layers of the network� Wireless transmissions may be adversely a�ected by the distance

between the ends of the link� obstacles in the environment� externally generated noise� or interference

caused by other transmissions� and hence the quality �e�g�� capacity� signal�to�noise ratio� of a wireless

link is apt to be highly variable� Moreover� the environmental conditions in�uencing the quality of

a wireless link at a particular point in time are not likely to be known completely or in advance�

Thus� the unpredictability of link quality and switch and endpoint mobility makes the problem of

quality�of�service provision dicult�

A comprehensive approach to quality�of�service provision in multihop mobile wireless networks

involves adaptive control algorithms operating at many layers� from the transceivers to the applications�
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Even in simple situations� control of quality of service may be required at multiple layers� For example�

in a network with stationary nodes and with no trac except for a single session between a pair of

endpoints� it might be the case that none of the existing paths between the two endpoints satis�es

the session�s service requirements� To obtain its desired quality of service� the application might

have to adapt its trac �e�g�� through compression or hierarchical encoding of information� to the

quality of service that the network is capable of providing� The goal of a multi�layered approach to

quality�of�service provision is to control the quality of service as perceived by the next higher layer� as

environmental conditions change� Thus� adaptation begins at the lowest layers and progresses to the

higher layers only when the lower layers can no longer maintain the quality of service at the desired

level� This approach localizes � within the network and within the layers �to the extent possible�� the

e�ects of environmental state changes� and hence limits the quantity of network resources necessary

to maintain quality of service� Moreover� fast adaptation at the lower layers reduces the amount of

time that higher layers perceive degraded quality of service as a result of unfavorable changes in the

environment�

Our work centers on quality�of�service control at the link and network layers� We have de�

signed a modular system of distributed� autonomously adaptive algorithms that cooperate to support

distributed� real�time multimedia applications in large� multihop mobile wireless networks� These

algorithms include adaptive control of link quality� hierarchical organization of a control structure

re�ecting endpoint location and network connectivity and services at multiple levels of abstraction�

quality�of�service route selection� and autonomous repair of multipoint virtual circuits with resource

reservations� This system is called MMWN� an acronym for multimedia support for mobile wireless

networks� and will be referred to as such throughout the rest of the paper� The MMWN system has

been designed to support a variety of applications on a variety of radios and presupposes the existence

of generic interfaces for the exchange of information with the radio and with the upper layers� It does

not� however� directly address quality�of�service issues related to radio hardware design� transport pro�

tocols or applications� or interconnection of multiple heterogeneous networks� Moreover� the MMWN

system is not currently designed to operate e�ectively in a network comprised of highly mobile nodes�

i�e�� endpoints that change network attachment points �or switches that change neighbor connectivity�

faster than the network can detect these changes� In such a network� accurate prediction of future

state is necessary for the network control algorithms to keep pace with the rapid and frequent state

changes� Solutions to the network control problems associated with highly mobile nodes are beyond

the scope of this paper� Finally� power conservation and security �including authentication of infor�

mation� limited probability of detection� and resistance to jamming� are key concerns in multihop

mobile wireless networks� While these considerations were factored into our design� they were not the

primary objectives� and hence are not treated further in this paper�

In designing the MMWN system� we have built upon previous work produced by the DARPA
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packet�radio programs 	�
�	�
� particularly the SURAN packet�radio project 	�
� This prior work tack�

led the problem of session survivability in large� military� mobile packet�radio networks� through

adaptation at the link and network layers and through ecient use of scarce network resources� The

problems of quality�of�service provision 	�
�	��
 and multipoint delivery �other than broadcast� were

secondary concerns� More recently� several approaches have been proposed that address various aspects

of quality�of�service support in multihop mobile wireless networks� These include ecient channel ac�

cess protocols 	��� ��
� route selection improving reliability or capacity 	��
�	��
� and fast and �exible

resource reservation mechanisms 	��� ��
� With the exception of the MMWN system� we are aware of

no other approaches that attempt to solve the general problem of quality�of�service provision �with

multipoint delivery� in multihop mobile wireless networks� The complete MMWN system design is

described in detail in 	��
� We are currently investigating the behavior of this system and its individual

components� in a variety of situations� through large�scale simulation and through implementation and

experimentation with a reduced version in a mobile radio testbed� In the remainder of this section�

we brie�y describe the main features of the MMWN system�

The MMWN system enables the network nodes to organize themselves into a hierarchical control

structure that combines elements derived from both cellular and packet�radio networks� Endpoints

group themselves into �cells� around switches �called �cellheads��� such that each endpoint is within

one hop of its aliated switch� As endpoints move� they may aliate themselves with di�erent

switches� Switches group themselves into �clusters�� each of which functions as a multihop packet�

radio network� and lower�level clusters may group themselves to form higher�level clusters� �The

lowest�level cluster is a cell�� Two clusters are interconnected by �virtual gateways�� each of which

consists of one or more communicating switches in each of the two clusters� As switches move�

clusters may autonomously split or coalesce� altering cluster and virtual gateway membership� This

hierarchical control structure consisting of nested clusters permits a network to scale to millions of

nodes� by con�ning network dynamics to the lowest�level of the hierarchy a�ected by them�

Each cluster contains a location manager that keeps track of the locations of endpoints within

the cluster and that assists in locating endpoints inside and outside of the cluster� Location man�

agement permits one to trade o� updating and paging overhead� on an individual endpoint basis�

depending upon the endpoint�s call�to�mobility ratio� Each endpoint has a �roaming level�� speci�ed

with respect to the hierarchical control structure� which implicitly de�nes a �roaming cluster�� An

endpoint generates a location update only when it moves outside of its current roaming cluster� Prop�

agation of a location update remains con�ned within the highest�level cluster in which an inter�cluster

movement occurs� A mixture of hierarchical location queries and paging is used to locate an endpoint

that has moved from its last known location�

Application performance is directly related to the quality of the network links over which the

application trac travels� To stabilize the quality of wireless links� the MMWN system provides
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support for adaptive link control whereby a node can adjust link parameters in response to perceived

and desired link quality� The set of observable and controllable parameters and hence the degree of

control possible depends upon the capabilities of the particular radios used by the nodes� Example

controllable parameters might include transmit power level� forward�error�correction coding rate� chips

per bit �in direct sequence spread spectrum radios�� and transmissions per packet� Example observable

parameters might include receive power level� bit error rate� and signal�to�noise ratio� In adjusting

transmit power� one must trade o� the projected improvements in the quality of the link against the

estimated interference caused by increasing the power� Adaptive link control may be applied on a

network�wide basis to maintain a uniform link quality throughout the network� or it may be employed

on a virtual�circuit basis providing di�erent link quality for di�erent sessions�

The MMWN system distributes routing information in the form of link states� which contain

connectivity and service information pertaining to clusters and virtual gateways at all levels within the

hierarchical control structure� This approach to hierarchical link�state routing resembles that of 	��


and 	��
 but also includes abstracted service information in addition to connectivity information as

part of the link state� Link states provide more information than distance vectors about the state

of the network and hence increase the chances that a route with a desired quality of service will be

found by the route generation procedure� �See part II of 	��
 for a discussion of link�state versus

distance�vector routing�� Each cluster contains a QoS manager that computes the qualities of service

advertised in the link�state information for the cluster� This characterization of quality of service is a

function of the services provided by the lower�level component clusters� which ultimately depends upon

the services provided by constituent nodes and links� In particular� the characterization depends on

both the recently�used routes across the cluster and actual measurements of quality of service within

the cluster� To stabilize the service characterization of a cluster in the presence of mobile nodes and

wireless links� the QoS manager computes a statistical characterization of the cluster�s qualities of

service that re�ects the mean values as well as the expected variation in these values� A cluster�s QoS

manager distributes link�state advertisements about the cluster both within the cluster and to all child

clusters within the parent cluster� Thus� each switch receives link�state information about all clusters

within its parent cluster� all clusters within its grandparent cluster� and in general all level�n � �

clusters within its level�n ancestral cluster� A switch attempts to compute one or more feasible routes

for a session� based on the link�state information received from other clusters� the current location of

the session endpoints with respect to the hierarchical control structure� and the service requirements

for the session� Route selection accounts for the service constraints of the session and the network and

favors minimum�hop routes through less mobile clusters� to conserve network resources and to reduce

the number of changes in the route throughout the life of the session�

In a large mobile wireless network� di�erences in link�state databases maintained by two switches

in the same cluster may often occur� not only as a result of the propagation delays experienced
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by link�state updates but also as a result of the frequent changes in link state occurring in this

environment� Furthermore� such di�erences may persist for some time� resulting in inconsistent views

among switches concerning which routes to use to reach to certain destinations� To prevent routing

loops in this environment� the MMWN system provides route�directed forwarding� inserting routes

in datagrams and establishing virtual circuits for stream�oriented sessions� Each route selected by

a switch is speci�ed in terms of the set of clusters through which the session�s trac will travel�

This speci�cation provides progressively less detail �i�e�� is expressed terms of progressively higher�

level clusters� the farther the route extends from the switch� re�ecting the granularity of link�state

information available to the switch for route generation� As a datagram travels along a route� switches

along the way re�ne the route as necessary to re�ect a more detailed route through their clusters�

Each end�to�end virtual circuit is composed of lower�level virtual circuits� each of which corresponds

to a portion of the route �lled in during virtual circuit setup�

The MMWN system includes several mechanisms that enable nodes to adjust existing virtual

circuits to compensate for node movement and link quality degradation� These include adaptive link

control to �stretch� an existing link� local switch hando� to bypass a particular switch� rerouting

of a portion of a virtual circuit� virtual circuit trees connecting to multiple possible locations of an

endpoint� and multiple virtual circuits per session for fault tolerance and sucient throughput� More�

over� to provide a session with its desired quality of service over a link� a switch has the capability

to reserve resources and schedule trac separately for each virtual circuit using the link� Finally� the

MMWN system accommodates both sender�oriented and receiver�oriented multicast session establish�

ment� Each cluster contains a multicast manager that controls access to multicast groups and sessions

extant within the cluster and that quickly joins endpoints to existing sessions�

In the MMWN system� the network�layer services �e�g�� location management� QoS characteri�

zation� route generation� and multicast group and session management� are provided by servers� Each

node may �but need not� contain all server functions� many of which are computationally intensive

or require rapid responses to frequent queries� Distributing server functionality to a small subset of

network nodes reduces the power requirements for most nodes but also increases the network�layer

services� susceptibility to disruption caused by movement of the servers� The MMWN system provides

three mechanisms that increase the availability of network�layer services in the presence of moving

servers� First� servers have generic service�speci�c addresses� and switches know how to direct trac

to the correct type of server based on its generic address� Second� some servers keep their current

clients informed of their addresses as they move� Third� within a cluster� servers of the same type peri�

odically exchange databases� immediately update new servers entering the cluster� and distribute their

database to servers in their old cluster when they move to a new cluster �called a �service hando����

In the remainder of the paper� following a brief overview of the proposed network architecture

in section �� we focus on three key components of the MMWN system� These are cluster formation in
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section �� location management in section �� and virtual circuit management in section �� Section �

presents the results of an analysis of the performance of these three components� with respect to

their sensitivity to the transmission range and the degree of movement of the network nodes� We

conclude with a brief summary and discussion of future work in section �� The interested reader

should consult 	��
 for detailed descriptions of all of the components of the MMWN system� including

those not covered here�

� Network architecture

We classify network nodes into switches and endpoints� Only switches can forward �or route� packets

but both endpoints and switches can be sources of or destinations for packets� Switches as well as

endpoints can be mobile�

An endpoint a�liates with a switch in order to connect to the network� At a given instant� an

endpoint may be aliated with no more than one switch� The set of endpoints aliated with a switch

comprises a cell� with the switch as a cellhead� If an endpoint moves out of range of its cellhead� it

will attempt to realiate with another switch� We note that� in our architecture� a cell does not in

any way demarcate geographical boundaries�

As mentioned in the introductory section� our architecture may be perceived as a hybrid� or

generalization� of two well�known mobile wireless network architectures � the cellular �or PCS� and

the packet radio �or ad hoc� network architectures� The cellular architecture is a particular case of

ours when switches are stationary� and the packet radio �or ad hoc� architecture is a particular case

when there are no endpoints�

Switches are grouped� for the purposes of routing and location management� forming a hier�

archical control structure consisting of clusters� A cluster is a set of switches� or recursively� a set of

clusters� If a cluster C� is a member of a cluster C�� then C� is a child of C� and C� is the parent of C��

Every cluster has exactly one parent� and every switch belongs to exactly one cluster �i�e�� clusters do

not overlap�� The level of a cluster C is the maximum� taken over all switches� of the number of parent

relations a switch has to invoke to reach C� By de�nition� a switch and the endpoints aliated with

it form a level�� cluster� At the highest level of the hierarchy� all clusters are contained in a universal

cluster� An example clustering hierarchy is depicted in �gure �� along with an alternate representation

as a tree� The switches s� x� q� y� and z are at level �� clusters C� D� E� and F are at level �� clusters

A and B at level � and the universal cluster U at level �� Although this example shows a balanced

and binary tree� neither balanced nor binary is a requirement�

Every switch and endpoint is assumed to have a con�gured globally unique identi�er� referred

to as the switch id and the endpoint id respectively� Every cluster except the level�� clusters �cells�
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Figure �� A virtual network hierarchy formed by clustering� pictured as nested clusters on the left
and as a tree on the right �level�� clusters are not shown in the tree�� The hierarchy imposes a
straightforward parent�child relationship between clusters�

acquires a cluster id unique among its siblings� By de�nition� the cluster id of a level�� cluster is the

corresponding switch id� The address of a cluster in relation to the hierarchy is the sequence of cluster

ids C�� C�� ���� Ck� where cluster Ci�� is the parent of cluster Ci� � � i � k� For example� if cluster

C is a child of cluster B and cluster B is a child of cluster A� then the address of C is A�B�C� The

address of a switch is the same as the address of the level�� cluster it comprises� The address of an

endpoint is the same as the address of the switch with which the endpoint is aliated� Addresses are

autonomously acquired and may change with time�

A switch may play two roles in relation to a cluster� border and interior� A border switch with

respect to a cluster C is one that has a neighbor that is not in C� By de�nition� every switch is a

border switch for its own level�� cluster� A switch is an interior switch if it is not a border switch� A

switch may be a border switch with respect to multiple ancestral clusters� For instance� in �gure ��

switch x is a border switch with respect to B �adjacent to x� and with ancestor U �adjacent to z��

The role of a switch may change during cluster reformation�

Connectivity between two adjacent clusters is provided through one or more virtual gateways

�VGs�� A virtual gateway is an aggregation of one or more peer border switch pairs� each of which

consists of two border switches in di�erent clusters� The border switches constituting a virtual gateway

must be connected� All routes between two clusters must pass through a virtual gateway connecting

these clusters� A border switch may participate in zero� one� or multiple virtual gateways� at the same

or di�erent levels� In �gure �� switches x� y� s� and q form a virtual gateway between clusters E and
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F � and switches x and z form a virtual gateway between clusters A and B� Every virtual gateway

acquires during the clustering process� a VG id unique among all virtual gateways in the parent cluster

of the clusters that this virtual gateway connects�

Connectivity between two virtual gateways across a cluster is represented by a virtual link �VL��

A virtual link represents a neighbor relation between two virtual gateways in the same cluster� It is

an aggregation� recursively� of lower�level virtual or physical links and virtual gateways�

� Autonomous clustering

The MMWN system employs autonomous clustering procedures to aggregate network nodes into

logical units for control purposes� including routing and location management� The requirement for

clustering� and therefore the nature of clustering� is di�erent depending upon whether the nodes being

clustered are endpoints or switches� For endpoints� clustering provides a switch that can act as an

interface to the network infrastructure� Due to its resemblance to the well�known cellular architecture

of wireless telephony� we call this type of clustering cell formation� For switches� clustering enables

summarization of distant information and is crucial to the scalability of our system�

��� Cell formation

The primary objective of cell formation is to enable� insofar as connectivity permits� every endpoint

to be a�liated with a switch� A secondary objective is to maintain an upper bound on the number of

endpoints aliated with a switch� in order to limit trac concentration�

As a result of adaptive link control procedures �not described in this paper�� an endpoint

maintains a continually�updated list of switches with which it has acceptable�quality communication

links� Each link has a link quality vector� which consists of values for link attributes� e�g�� bandwidth

� ��� kbps� bit�error�rate � ����� An endpoint chooses its switch aliation based on a function of

the link quality vector� the particular function used being speci�c to the endpoint� This allows each

endpoint to choose the nature of its aliation link� depending upon its quality�of�service requirements�

When an endpoint is activated� it waits until the link quality vector for nearby switches is

formed and executes an a�liation protocol� This consists of a handshake with each of the switches� in

decreasing order of preference� The handshake consists of an aliation request sent by the endpoint to

a chosen switch� and a response sent by a switch if it agrees to accept the endpoint aliation� A switch

does not send a response if the number of endpoints already aliated with it exceeds a con�gured

limit� An aliation handshake �fails� if either of the messages is garbled or the switch does not accept

the endpoint� In such a case� the endpoint initiates another aliation handshake with the next switch

in its list� The aliation protocol terminates successfully when an aliation response is received from
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some switch� Otherwise the endpoint remains unaliated�

Due to mobility� the quality of the link between the endpoint and its switch may change

continually� If the quality goes below a predetermined threshold� the endpoint starts afresh and

executes the aliation protocol as described above� We note that an endpoint need not be be aliated

to the �best� �e�g�� closest� possible switch at all times� but rather to one that permits a link of

acceptable quality� This design choice was made in order to contain control message exchanges and

prevent thrashing of aliations�

The cell formation mechanism in MMWN resembles the �hando�� mechanism in commercial

cellular standards� but di�ers in signi�cant respects� First� it is entirely endpoint initiated and con�

trolled as opposed to �mobile assisted� �GSM� 	��
�� or �mobile independent� �AMPS� 	��
�� Second�

it allows each endpoint to select the function of link attributes to use in judging link quality� Third�

it allows for control on the cell size�

��� Hierarchical clustering

The clustering procedures autonomously group switches into clusters� clusters into superclusters and

so on� This creates a hierarchical control structure that enables the MMWN system to scale to millions

of mobile nodes� by con�ning network dynamics to the lowest level of the hierarchy a�ected�

A notable feature of our approach is the reliance upon and exploitation of link�state topological

information available locally� �Refer to section ��� for a description the hierarchical link�state informa�

tion used for routing within the MMWN system�� This link�state information is available �for free� to

the clustering mechanism� that is� it is already collected for routing� Using this available information

allows for quick convergence of the clustering algorithm � a capability dicult to accomplish using

truly distributed algorithms� Moreover� as each switch has link�state information� it avoids single

points of failure � a drawback of centralized algorithms� In the design of the clustering algorithm� we

were in�uenced by the following objectives�

�� Bound the size of each cluster� The routing overhead �i�e�� link�state distribution and route

computation� depends signi�cantly upon the number of switches in a cluster� or at higher levels�

the number of child clusters in a cluster� When this number exceeds a certain threshold� splitting

the cluster is likely to result in more ecient routing�

�� Minimize the number of levels in the hierarchy� within the constraints of objective �� In general�

the more levels there are� the more sub�optimal the routes become� Furthermore� more over�

head is spent in maintaining the hierarchy� Note that this ��at�as�can�be� goal� combined with

objective � implies that balance in size among clusters should be maximized�
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�� Minimize the volatility of inter�cluster connectivity� i�e�� virtual gateways must be �stable�� Pre�

vious studies of hierarchical routing 	��
 have shown that the overhead of link�state distribution

increases much more rapidly with the frequency of inter�cluster connectivity changes than with

the frequency of intra�cluster connectivity changes� Therefore� in our mechanism� each virtual

gateway is a maximally connected set of border switch pairs� Thus� connectivity changes within

the virtual gateway do not necessitate the triggering of link�state updates�

We now describe the clustering mechanisms governing cluster and virtual gateway dynamics in

more detail� For ease of understanding� our discussion is restricted to a ��level hierarchy�

����� Cluster dynamics

Events governing cluster dynamics include switch movement� switch births �new switches�� and switch

deaths �e�g�� failure� destruction etc��� The reaction of the clustering algorithm to these events can

be one of four� a cluster is born� a cluster splits into two� two clusters merge� or cluster membership

changes�

Cluster splitting and merging are controlled by three con�gured parameters� Nsplit� the splitting

threshold� Nmerge� the merging threshold� and Npref � the preferred size for a cluster� A cluster splits

into two if the number of switches in the cluster becomes greater than Nsplit� or if a partition is

detected� A cluster �or virtual gateway� is said to be partitioned if there exists at least one pair of

switches such that there is no path from one switch to the other through switches within the cluster�

Switches comprising each resultant cluster form a connected network� and there is at least one virtual

gateway between the clusters� Within these constraints� the algorithm attempts to balance the sizes

of the component clusters in a best�e�ort manner� A cluster may merge with an adjacent cluster if the

number of switches becomes less than Nmerge� If and when there is a merge� an attempt is made to

bring the resultant cluster size as close to Npref as possible� A switch may change cluster membership

if it �nds itself without neighbors in its own cluster�

Switches in a cluster are ranked by order of increasing switch ids� This ranking is done in a fully

decentralized fashion� independently by each switch using the link�state information collected� The

highest�ranked switch in a cluster �i�e� the switch with the lowest id� initially assumes responsibility

as the cluster leader� Cluster splitting or merging is then executed only by the leader and the result

�e�g�� where to split� who to merge with etc�� is sent to �the appropriate subset of� the rest of the

switches� A timeout mechanism is used so that if nothing is heard from a switch of rank r� the switch

with rank r�� assumes responsibility as the backup cluster leader�

Cluster splitting� Periodically� a leader �or a backup�� S� checks to see if the number of switches

in its cluster has exceeded the splitting threshold� Nsplit� and if so initiates a split� First� S runs a
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splitting heuristic on the cluster topology �available from the local link�state database�� partitioning

it into two disjoint clusters� Then� it broadcasts information about the new cluster membership and

virtual gateway membership to every switch in the cluster� Each switch receiving this information

updates its cluster�related state appropriately� Virtual gateways between the two resultant clusters

are born automatically as a result of this cluster splitting�

The splitting heuristic should maintain connectivity between switches in each resultant cluster�

and attempt to equalize the sizes of the two clusters� Although the literature is replete with graph

partitioning algorithms� there is none that targets the criteria that we are interested in� Therefore�

we have designed our own partitioning algorithm that works as follows� Given the topology graph Gc

� �Vc� Ec� of a cluster C� we pick a random vertex x in the graph� Then� we pick a vertex u that

is maximum number of hops away from x� and then a vertex v that is a maximum number of hops

away from u� The idea is to pick �seed� vertices that are as far away from each other as possible

without running a all�pairs shortest path algorithm which is potentially O�n�� in time� We begin the

splitting by initializing sets S� and S� to u and v respectively� The sets S� and S� are grown one

vertex at a time� in an alternating manner� in such a way that S� and S� are always connected graphs�

That is� �rst a vertex not in S� or S�� but adjacent to some vertex in S� is sought for S�� If such

a vertex is found� it is added to S�� otherwise S� remains as it is� Next� a similar addition is done

for S�� and then again for S� and so on until Gc is partitioned into S� and S�� It is easy to see that

the algorithm converges �terminates�� producing two clusters� each connected� Experiments with a

number of randomly generated graphs have shown that the heuristic produces excellent �balance��

i�e�� jS�j � jS�j is very small� and in over �� � cases � or ��

Cluster merging� Periodically� a leader �or backup�� S� checks to see if the number of switches in

its cluster� C� is less than the merging threshold Nmerge� and if so� initiates a merge� The merging

procedure �nds the most appropriate neighboring cluster to merge with� based on size� This requires

that the switch initiating the merge know the sizes of adjacent clusters and is accomplished by including

the cluster size information as part of the link�state updates� The algorithm seeks to �nd an adjacent

cluster D at the same level as C such that the sum of the sizes of C and D �i�e�� the size after possible

merging� is as close to the preferred size Npref as possible� and not greater than Nsplit� The result of

the algorithm is either such a cluster� or an indication that no such D exists� If a candidate cluster

is found� then the result is conveyed to all involved switches which update their cluster membership

and role�

����� Virtual gateway dynamics

As mentioned in section �� a virtual gateway between two clusters is a connected set of border switches

in the two clusters� When clusters split or merge� or when switches move� virtual gateways may be
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created� destroyed� grow� shrink� split� or merge� Creation and dissolution of virtual gateways as a

result of cluster splitting and merging was addressed in section ������ In this section� we consider the

virtual gateway dynamics due to switch movements�

Figure ��a���d� illustrates virtual gateway creation� growth� merging and splitting� A new

virtual gateway between two clusters may be created when an interior switch in one cluster becomes a

neighbor of an interior switch in the other �thereby making both border switches�� A virtual gateway

may �grow� when an interior switch in either of the clusters becomes a neighbor of a border switch in

the virtual gateway� Two virtual gateways may merge if a switch in one becomes adjacent to a switch

in another� and the two are peer border switches� Finally� if a virtual gateway becomes disconnected�

it will split into two or more virtual gateways�

Figure �� Virtual gateway creation� joining� merging� and splitting� Dark circles indicate border
switches� light ones indicate interior switches� The arrow indicates the direction of movement of the
node e�ecting the change�

Virtual gateway dynamics are controlled by a distributed protocol involving a handshake be�

tween two switches involved in the change� Periodically� say every Tvg seconds� a switch checks its

state� and its neighbor�s state and decides whether or not to initiate the virtual gateway protocol�

The state consists of the switch id� role �border or interior� and VG id� if applicable� For instance�

consider �gure ��a� where switch � becomes adjacent to switch �� Each switch checks its state and its

neighbor�s state and �nds that they are both borders� and therefore could form a new virtual gateway

together� The lower�id switch� namely switch �� initiates a request�response handshake if it wishes to

form a virtual gateway� After the handshake� which includes the selection of a VG id� is complete� a
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new virtual gateway is born� We note that a switch may choose not to initiate a request or not to

respond if it does not wish to form a virtual gateway� e�g�� if it is highly mobile or if there are already

too many virtual gateways in the cluster� Virtual gateway growth� merging and splitting happen in a

similar manner � details can be found in 	��
�

Note that the period� Tvg� between state checks determines the sensitivity of the protocol to

changes� Thus� in the worst case� an action �such as virtual gateway formation� may not be initiated

until Tvg seconds after the event� By using a small value of Tvg� we can reduce the reaction time

to state changes as desired� while incurring only a slightly increased processor load for running the

checks� Furthermore� in a highly mobile network� we may not want to react to every state change�

This can be accomplished by setting Tvg appropriately high�

� Location management

Location management in MMWN involves the maintenance of a dynamic distributed database whose

entries are associations between endpoint ids and addresses� An entry in this database changes if and

only if one of the following three events occurs�

�� An endpoint realiates with another switch� thereby changing its address� This may involve

a change in any sux of its address� For example� endpoint q in �gure � has an address of

U�A�C�R� If q realiates with a switch V � then sux R will change to V � if q moves to switch

T in cluster D� sux C�R will change to D�T �

�� The endpoint�s cellhead moves to a di�erent cluster� but the endpoint continues to be aliated

with the cellhead� Here� although the endpoint does not change cells� its address changes because

its switch�s address changes�

�� Reformation of an ancestral cluster occurs� that is� an ancestral cluster splits into two or merges

with another cluster� Since the cluster address itself may change� there may be a change in the

endpoint address�

In order to provide location management� each cluster �including clusters at levels greater than

zero� has a location manager �LM�� The location manager for a cluster is a switch� elected from

among all of the switches within the cluster� with the lowest id� A switch can perform the location

management functionality at multiple levels� For example� in �gure �� there is a location manager in

cluster F that is a location manager for both F and B�

We divide location management functionality into two components� location updating� �i�e��

updating the distributed location database with the new association between the endpoint id and
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Figure �� Reference for location management examples in text�

address�� and location �nding� �i�e�� obtaining the corresponding address�� A key feature of our location

management scheme is that it allows for control of updating versus �nding on a per endpoint basis�

thereby accommodating endpoints with diverse call�to�mobility ratios� In our approach� each endpoint

is associated with two parameters� the roaming cluster �RC	 of an endpoint� which is the lowest�level

cluster containing the endpoint such that an update is triggered if and only if the endpoint exits

this cluster� and the roaming level �RL	 of an endpoint� which is the hierarchical level of its roaming

cluster� For example� in �gure �� if the roaming cluster of endpoint m is E� then no updates will be

sent as long as m remains within E� even if m realiates to another switch� e�g�� switch P � If m goes

outside of E� say to F � then a location update will be triggered� The roaming level of m in this case

is ��

The roaming level for an endpoint is con�gured� and its roaming cluster is derived from its

roaming level and its current location� In particular� the roaming cluster is the roaming�level cluster

containing the endpoint� For instance� suppose endpoint q in �gure � is con�gured with a roaming

level of �� Then its roaming cluster is U�A� Suppose now that q moves to E� Then its roaming

cluster would become U�B� Thus� when an endpoint exits its current roaming cluster� it will get a new

roaming cluster based on its roaming level� An endpoint�s roaming level may be changed dynamically

in response to the call�to�mobility ratio� In general� the more mobile the endpoint is� the higher its

roaming level� For this paper� however� we shall restrict ourselves to statically con�gured roaming

levels and focus on the updating and �nding schemes and their performance�
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Thus� if an endpoint�s roaming level is k� then an update will be triggered if and only if the

endpoint exits the level�k cluster containing it� By de�nition� if the roaming level of an endpoint is ��

then its roaming cluster is the current cell� and an update will be triggered for every realiation � this

is equivalent to an �always update� scheme� Similarly� if the roaming level of an endpoint is greater

than or equal to the level of the universal cluster� then no updates are triggered � this is equivalent

to a �never update� scheme�

We now describe the location updating and location �nding procedures� These procedures

involve the updating of or searching for association entries in the LM database� Speci�cally� an entry

is a quadruple �endpoint id� endpoint address� endpoint roaming level� expiration time�� The endpoint

address may be partial� i�e�� at a particular LM� it may be a pointer to a child LM containing more

details� The roaming level is used to control the scope of paging� as will be described in section ����

The expiration time is used to age out entries�

��� Location updating

If an endpoint changes its address due to switch realiation then a location update will be sent by

the endpoint whenever it exits the current roaming cluster� An update is also sent when the endpoint

is activated and aliates for the �rst time� As part of the �re�aliation process� an endpoint obtains

its new address� By comparing its old address and its new address� an endpoint determines whether

or not it has exited its roaming cluster�

Figure �� The updating process when an endpoint moves from switch R to switch S in the example
hierarchy� �U� represents an update message� and �C� is a cancel message� The lowest common
cluster of movement is A and all update propagation is within this cluster�

The location update propagates up the tree of location managers� as shown in �gure � until it

reaches the location manager in the lowest common cluster �LCC� in which the movement took place�
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Each location manager that receives an update message creates an association entry for the endpoint

if there is no entry� or changes the pointer for the association to point to the location manager from

which it received the update� The location manager in the lowest common cluster additionally deletes

the location manager pointed to previously� The association cancellation trickles down the tree of

location managers� following the previously installed pointers� deleting an association entry for the

endpoint at each location manager� if found�

We note that the location change only a�ects location managers within the lowest�level cluster

in which the movement occurs� The remainder of the network is oblivious to the change� Since most

mobility is local� this approach results in low location management overhead�

��� Location �nding

Location �nding is the process of obtaining the address of an endpoint� given its endpoint id� Our

location �nding procedure has two components� location query� which involves the following of location

pointers in location managers to reach the location manager containing the association� and location

paging� which involves the polling of switches within a given cluster in search of an endpoint� Paging

is required because �and only because�� an endpoint may have a roaming level greater than �� and

may not have sent an update upon an address change�

A node wishing to obtain the address of an endpoint originates a location query containing

three �elds� the id of the endpoint whose address is required� its own id� and its own address� If the

query is originated by an endpoint� then it is sent to the endpoint�s cellhead� Thus� we begin the

description of the �nding process from a switch in possession of the location query�

The switch �which is also a location manager for its own cell� �rst searches its aliation list to

see whether the target endpoint is in its own cell� If it is� the location �nding procedure terminates�

If not� the switch forwards the query to its parent location manager� A location manager receiving

a query searches its location database for an association corresponding to the target endpoint� If an

entry is found� the query is forwarded to the location manager in a child cluster as pointed to in the

entry� If no entry is found� then it is forwarded on to its parent location manager� Thus� the query

makes its way up the tree of location managers until it �nds an entry for the endpoint and then down

the tree until it reaches a level�� location manager� i�e�� the �nal switch� There are two possibilities�

�� The endpoint is aliated with the �nal switch� This is the case if the target endpoint has a

roaming level of �� forcing an update for every movement� In this case� the switch in question

�Paging may also be required if the movements are so rapid that by the time the updating process is completed the
endpoint has already moved to a new location
 Handling such cases requires predictive techniques	 which are beyond the
scope of this paper
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sends a reply containing the id and address of the target endpoint directly to the location manager

that intially orignated the query�

�� The endpoint is not aliated with the �nal switch� This is the case if the target endpoint has

a roaming level of at least �� The location query has followed the pointers installed from the

endpoint�s most recent update but the endpoint has since moved to a new location and not

updated� In this case� the switch initiates a location page which contains the same information

as the that in the query but is �ooded throughout the level�r cluster containing the endpoint�

where r is the roaming level of the endpoint being paged� In other words� the paging is done in

the current roaming cluster of the endpoint� Note that the roaming level of the endpoint is part

of the location database entry in the location manager� and hence r is easily obtained� Upon

receiving a page message� a switch checks to see if it is aliated with the endpoint� If it is� it

sends a reply to the requestor as described in item ��

��� Switch mobility

Thus far� we have ignored the e�ects of switch movements� Mobility of switches causes two problems

that must be addressed� First� a switch and the endpoints aliated with it may all together move to a

new cluster� Second� the clustering hierarchy may autonomously undergo changes such as two clusters

merging into one or a cluster splitting into two� In both cases� there is no realiation but nonetheless

there may be a change in an endpoint�s address�

Cluster changing� When a switch changes clusters� it obtains� �see 	��
 for details�� a new address�

It then prepares an �aggregated� update that contains the new address and the list of endpoints ali�

ated with it� The handling of this update is similar to that generated due to realiation �section �����

with the di�erence that the entry for each of the endpoints in the list is changed at the appropriate

location manager�s��

Cluster splitting� When a cluster splits into two� the location manager of the original cluster

will remain in one of the clusters and the other cluster will get a new location manager� This new

location manager� however� will be �empty� to begin with� i�e�� it will not have the associations for the

endpoints in its cluster� This is illustrated with an example in �gure �� In this example� the lowest�id

switch in a cluster assumes the role of a location manager� Thus� switch � is a new location manager

and hence does not possess the associations for endpoints aliated with switches �� �� and �� In our

protocol� the old location manager sends its entire location database to the new location manager�

The new location manager thus has the associations for switches in its cluster� and more� The excess

information will eventually be �ushed out at the next expiration timer since it will not be refreshed�
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This mechanism is a particular case of the more general service hando� mechanism mentioned in the

introductory section�

Figure �� E�ect of cluster split �left� and of cluster merge �right� on location management assuming
the lowest�id switch is the location manager� After the split� switch � continues to be location manager
and switch � is elected as the new location manager� The DB�INIT transfers state� After the merge�
switch � stops being a location manager� but hands o� its state to switch ��

Cluster merging� When a cluster merges with another cluster� one of the location managers will

give up its role �since a cluster has only one location manager�� The surviving location manager�

however� will only have partial information about the new cluster� i�e�� it will only have the associations

for endpoints that were in the portion of the cluster before the merge� In �gure �� switch � ceases to

be a location manager� while switch � continues to be a location manager but does not possess the

associations for endpoints alated with switches �� �� and �� The resigning location manager sends

its entire location database to the surviving location manager� These associations will be added to

those already present in the surviving location manager�

� Dynamic virtual circuits

In generating� selecting� and using routes for a session� a switch attempts to satisfy the session�s service

requirements given the qualities of service available within the network� Quality�of�service mechanisms

employed include session�speci�c route generation� resource allocation� virtual�circuit forwarding� and

adaptive control of link quality� Collectively� these mechanisms give eacg switch the capability of

handling trac in accordance with its service requirements� In this section� we focus on virtual circuit

management in the MMWN system� but we also provide brief descriptions of quality�of�service routing

and resource allocation�

��� Quality�of�service routing

In the MMWN system� the connectivity and service capabilities of the network are expressed in the

form of cluster�based link states which enable on�demand route generation tailored to the speci�c

needs of a session� For each cluster� the link�state information includes service�related attributes
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pertaining to inter�� trans�� and intra�cluster connectivity� as well as the set of multicast groups that

have at least one member located within the cluster� Each cluster contains one or more QoS managers

that compute and maintain the service attributes pertaining to each virtual gateway connecting two

clusters� each virtual link connecting two virtual gateways across a cluster� and each generic path from

a virtual gateway to points in the interior of the cluster� These service attributes include qualities

of service �e�g�� delay� jitter� probability of packet loss� unused transmission capacity� and reservable

transmission capacity�� as well as other properties �e�g�� the number of switch hops per virtual link and

the volatility of cluster connectivity� that a�ect the ability of the cluster to meet a session�s service

needs�

For each virtual link �or virtual gateway�� the services available may be di�erent depending

upon the direction in which the virtual link �or virtual gateway� is traversed� Moreover� these services

may change over time as a result of switch movement and environmental factors a�ecting the quality

of the wireless links� Service information is expressed as a vector of quantities� each component

of which represents a statistical characterization of a service attribute� computed over a speci�ed

time interval� Using statistical characterizations instead of instantaneously sampled values of service

attributes reduces the volatility of link states in mobile wireless networks� and hence reduces the

quantity of network resources required for computing and distributing link�state information� The

statistical characterization of a service attribue includes the mean of sampled values and� for capacity�

related attributes� the degree to which a sampled value is likely to vary from the mean� In the MMWN

system� the measure of variation from the mean is not variance but simply the maximum variation

from the mean of the sampled values� thus reducing the computational load� For lowest�level clusters

and for virtual gateways associated with clusters at any level� the statistical characterization of each

service attribute is derived from measured or con�gured values of switch and link characteristics� For

higher�level clusters� the statistical characterization of each service attribute for the virtual links across

and generic paths into these clusters is derived from those of the child clusters contained in the routes

actually �or expected to be� constructed and used within the cluster�

The QoS manager generates link�state updates for the cluster� based on the service characteri�

zations constructed� and distributes these updates to all other sibling clusters and to all child clusters

within the cluster� Distribution of link�state updates is such that each switch obtains link�state in�

formation from all other switches within its parent cluster� from all clusters within its grandparent

cluster� and in general from all level�n � � clusters within its level�n ancestral cluster� as shown in

�gure �� Thus� the granularity of link�state information advertised about a particular cluster �and

available to a particular switch for route generation� depends upon the relationship between the switch

and the cluster� with respect to the hierarchical control structure�

Each switch is capable of generating quality�of�service routes� on behalf of sessions extant in

the network� Before generating a set of routes for a session� the switch must determine the current
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Figure �� The hierarchical link�state connectivitiy information visible to all child nodes of A�U � such
as A�U�M � The circles represent clusters� and the lines represent virtual gateways� Service information
is not shown�

location of the session�s endpoints� which may be speci�ed as individual endpoints or as a multicast

group� For an individual endpoint� the location manager provides information about the location

of the endpoint relative to the hierarchical control structure� as described previously in section ��

For a multicast group� the link�state information for other clusters� obtained by the switch� indicates

which clusters contain members of the multicast group� Once the switch determines the location of

the session�s endpoints� it attempts to generate one or more routes for the session� based upon the

locally�available link�state information and the service requirements for the session�

The MMWN system uses a variant of Dijsktra�s shortest path �rst �SPF� algorithm 	��
 to

compute routes� Based on the session�s service requirements� the switch picks a service attribute

that will serve as the �cost� guiding the construction of the SPF tree� For example� if the session

has a very low delay bound� the switch might choose delay as the route cost to optimize in the SPF

computation� The remaining service requirements for the session act as constraints on the search�

As shown in 	��
� the use of hierarchically�abstracted� instead of detailed� routing information does

not signi�cantly a�ect the cost of the routes selected� In this SPF search� the vertices are the virtual

gateways and the edges are the virtual links� When determining whether to add a virtual link to the

SPF tree� the switch determines whether adding the virtual link and its associated outgoing virtual

gateway will result in a route that fails to meet at least one of the session�s service requirements� The

switch only adds the virtual link �and accompanying virtual gateway� to the SPF tree if doing so

will not violate the session�s service requirements� Whenever multiple feasible routes to a particular

destination are discovered� these are ranked giving preference to routes with smaller switch hop count

and lower volatility clusters and virtual gateways� Such routes use fewer network resources� enabling

the network to accommodate more sessions� and are likely to experience fewer interruptions in session
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trac� caused by switch movement� Moreover� all feasible routes to intermediate vertices are stored

as starting points for secondary SPF calculations� if the initial SPF calculation fails to �nd a feasible

path� �For more information about the MMWN route generation procedure� consult 	��
��

��� Establishing virtual circuits

With the MMWN system� all data messages use route�directed forwarding whereby the switch acting

on behalf of a session endpoint determines the route along which the session trac travels� This

route may be carried in data messages or may be used to establish virtual circuits �VCs� over which

data messages will travel� Route�directed forwarding prevents the persistent routing loops that may

form with destination�oriented forwarding as a result of forwarding decisions based on inconsistent

routing information at di�erent switches� Such inconsistencies are likely to be common in large mobile

wireless networks� because of the frequent changes in link states and the propagation delays incurred

by link�state updates�

In the MMWN system� each route is speci�ed at �ne granularity near the source and pro�

gressively coarser granularity toward the destination�s�� according to the granularity of the link�state

information available for route generation at the source� For example� given the link�state information

shown in �gure ��� A�U�M might specify the following route to reach a destination� C�wj �zk� inside C�

A�U�M � A�U�I � A�U�J � A�U�K � A�U � A�W � A� B � C � C�wj �zk�

As a message progresses along its route� intermediate switches re�ne the granularity of the route by

generating more detailed segments of the route using their locally�available link�state information� For

example� in �gure �� a switch on the B side of the virtual gateway connecting A and B would generate

a route across B to �ll in more detail in the route originally generated by A�U�M �

Virtual circuits are recommended for sessions consisting of a large number of messages or

requiring reserved resources� Once a switch sets up state for a virtual circuit� it may immediately

begin to forward data messages along that virtual circuit� without waiting to determine whether the

virtual circuit has been set up successfully end to end� Each data message travelling over an established

virtual circuit carries virtual circuit identi�ers which are used by the recipient switches for rapid access

of state information related to the virtual circuit and thus for ecient forwarding� The virtual circuits

created by the MMWN system are �exible� accommodating switch and endpoint movements and

supporting multipoint sessions with dynamic membership� Space limitations preclude an in�depth

discussion of multipoint virtual circuits in this paper� refer to 	��
 for details on management and use

of multipoint virtual circuits�

A virtual circuit management protocol establishes� repairs� and eliminates forwarding state and

other trac handling information in the switches participating in the virtual circuit� The initiator
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is the switch that initiates establishment of a virtual circuit on behalf of a session endpoint� and the

targets are the switches acting on behalf of session endpoints to which the virtual circuit is ultimately

directed� Mostly likely� a source of session trac will be the initiator and destinations will be the

targets� There is� however� nothing in the protocol that precludes destinations from becoming initiators

or sources from becoming targets� Each branch of a virtual circuit has directionality� speci�ed by

the initiator� which indicates the direction�s� �downstream toward the targets� upstream toward the

initiator� or both� in which data may �ow and resources may be reserved� as shown in �gure ��

source
(target)

destination
(target)

source
(initiator)

source/
destination
(target)

source/
destination
(target)

Figure �� A multipoint virtual circuit established by the node marked initiator� Some of the target
nodes are sources only� destinations only� or both sources and destinations� The arrows represent the
direction of resource reservation and data �ow�

In a mobile wireless network� the limiting resource is likely to be transmission capacity� and

hence the switches must be able to reserve and control the use of this resource in order to meet

sessions� service requirements and to accommodate as many simultaneous sessions as possible� The

MMWN system enables switches to allocate and manage resources for individual virtual circuits� Here�

we describe resource reservation only� the mechanisms for controlling the use of reserved resources

� including trac accounting� marking� queueing� and scheduling � are described in 	��
� During

virtual�circuit establishment� each switch participating in the virtual circuit reserves resources for

communication with the immediate upstream and downstream hops� depending upon the directionality

of this portion of the virtual circuit� For higher�level virtual circuits� resource reservation is simply

an accounting operation which keeps track of the amount of resources reserved for the virtual circuit�

For the lowest�level virtual circuit� resource reservation also includes a �di�usion� procedure �as well

as interactions with the channel access mechanism� which are beyond the scope of this paper��

Each switch di�uses the reservation to its immediately neighboring switches �those that are

not currently part of the virtual circuit�� so that they can be prepared to accommodate a repair

of the virtual circuit if necessary� Each neighboring switch� upon receiving a new di�used resource

reservation� reduces both its actual and its advertised reservable transmission capacity �duplicate

di�used reservations from di�erent switches are detected�� For each type reservable transmission
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capacity� actual and advertise� the quantity is reduced by a fraction of the reservation� possibly equal

to zero and dependent on the priority of the virtual circuit to which the reservation pertains� These

two steps together reserve transmission capacity at the neighbor and bias other virtual circuits away

from using routes that include the neighbor� hence increasing the likelihood that the neighbor will

be available to accommodate a repair of the virtual circuit should one be necessary� This process of

di�using resource reservations out from the current route of a virtual circuit serves a similar purpose

to the �shadow reservations� proposed in 	��
 for cellular networks�

The virtual circuit management protocol employs two types of messages� setup and accept�

Setup messages are used to establish new virtual circuits and repair existing ones� Each setup message

carries information pertaining to the virtual circuit including the service requirements �such as desired

throughput and priority�� the endpoints �speci�ed individually or as a multicast group�� the route

�which may be a single path in the case of a point�to�point session or a tree in the case of a multipoint

session�� and the virtual circuit identi�er� which remains �xed along the length of the virtual circuit�

Accept messages are used to inform the initiator of successful establishment or repair of a virtual

circuit in order to terminate future attempts to set up the virtual circuit� These messages also contain

the route and virtual circuit identi�er� and serve to update switches in case the route was repaired

between sending the setup message and receiving the accept message� Information about the current

route for a virtual circuit is used by a switch to determine how to repair that virtual circuit following

a perceived connectivity failure�

We expect virtual circuits to be used predominantly by stream�oriented sessions� and thus there

should exist no large gaps between data messages sent over a virtual circuit� A large time interval

during which no data messages are perceived indicates either that the session has terminated or that

there is break in the virtual circuit� In either case� the appropriate response for a switch detecting

such a gap is to eliminate state associated with a virtual circuit� thus releasing resources which may

then be allocated to other virtual circuits� Furthermore� in a mobile network� rapid elimination of

stale state reduces the number of unnecessary repairs �i�e�� repairs initiated by switches that believe

they are part of an active virtual circuit� when in fact that virtual circuit is no longer used��

With the MMWN system� a single end�to�end virtual circuit actually comprises a hierarchy of

component virtual circuits� one for each cluster and each virtual gateway traversed� Each of these

component virtual circuits is generated by a switch that re�nes the details of a portion of a route�

during the establishment of the top�level virtual circuit� Starting with the route speci�ed above from

A�U�M to a destination� C�wj �zk� the component virtual circuits and their routes might appear as

follows� The lower�case clusters are not visible to A�U�M and are included in routes generated by

switches along the way as the virtual circuits are established�
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V C� � A�U�M � A�U�I � A�U�J � A�U � A�W � A� B � C � C�wj �zk

V C� � A�U�M � A�U�I � A�U�J

V C� � A�U � A�W

V C� � A�W�x� � � � �� A�W�xn

V C� � A� B

V C� � B�y� � � � �� B�ym

V C� � B � C

V C� � C�w� � � � �� C�wj

V C� � C�wj �z� � � � �� C�wj �zk�

A new session �or higher�level virtual circuit� can be multiplexed onto an existing virtual circuit�

provided that in doing so the existing virtual circuit can satisfy the service requirements of the new

session �or higher�level virtual circuit� and can continue to satisfy the service requirements of the

existing sessions� Multiplexing additional sessions onto existing virtual circuits has several advantages�

First� it reduces the amount of session�speci�c state that must be retained in switches throughout the

network� Excepting the switches at the ends of the virtual circuit at which the multiplexing occurs�

none of the other switches in the virtual circuit need to maintain state about the new session� Second�

it reduces the amount of time in establishing forwarding state in the network� by taking advantage

of existing virtual circuits rather than setting up new ones� Third� it reduces the amount of work

in repairing virtual circuits� Only the lowest�level virtual circuit a�ected by a connectivity failure

must be repaired� Other higher�level virtual circuits multiplexed onto the repaired virtual circuit are

automatically repaired as a result of repairing the lower�level virtual circuit� Note� however� that as

a result of this multiplexing� each data message travelling via a virtual circuit must carry a stack of

virtual circuit identi�ers to be pushed and popped as the message is forwarded toward its destination�

Sessions requiring low loss rates or high throughput may use multiple independent virtual

circuits to carry their trac� For a session with a low tolerance for loss� a switch acting on its behalf

may enlist multiple virtual circuits� established over maximally disjoint routes� in order to minimize the

instances and duration of interruptions resulting from switch movement or degradation of link quality�

Depending upon the session�s loss tolerance and the loss rates of the virtual circuits� the switch might

either transmit all messages over a single virtual circuit at a time� holding the others in reserve in

case the primary one fails� or transmit simultaneously multiple copies of the message� one over each

virtual circuit� The destination is responsible for eliminating duplicate messages� In a mobile wireless

network� the limited capacity of the wireless links may preclude the existence of a single virtual circuit

with the capacity necessary for a high�throughput session� For such a session� a switch acting on its
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behalf may enlist multiple virtual circuits established over routes that collectively provide the capacity

required� forwarding di�erent messages along di�erent virtual circuits to maximize throughput� The

destination is responsible for reassembling the messages in the correct order�

��� Repairing virtual circuits

When an endpoint or a switch moves and participates in a session using a virtual circuit� the virtual

circuit must be able to adapt to the movement so as to minimize interruptions in the session� Nodes

may use adaptive link control to prolong the existence of a link as the nodes move apart� If the

nodes continue to separate� the virtual circuit may be forced to take an alternate path to maintain

connectivity� because further boosting of transmission power through adaptive link control may not

be possible or it may cause undue interference to other transmissions� The MMWN system provides

switches with several mechanisms that enable them to repair existing virtual circuits in response to

node movement� Repairing portions of virtual circuit rather than reconstructing entirely new virtual

circuits has two advantages� First� it reduces the amount of time required to reestablish forwarding

state for a session� hence minimizing the duration of any session interruptions� Second� it reduces the

quantity of network resources required to reestablish forwarding state for the session� thus enabling

the network to accommodate more sessions at one time� Virtual circuit repair is always initiated

by the switch on the upstream side of a perceived connectivity failure� so that multiple switches do

not simultaneously attempt repairs related to the same failure� While the virtual circuit is being

repaired� trac continues to �ow down the old portion of the virtual circuit� in order to minimize the

interruptions in the session� As soon as the virtual circuit repair is complete� trac is allowed to �ow

over the new portion of the virtual circuit� The MMWN system provides several di�erent mechanisms

that enable virtual circuits to cope with mobile nodes� each of which is described brie�y below�

Switch movements� To accommodate switch movements� the MMWN system provides switches

with three means of repairing existing virtual circuits� Two of these� hando� and local reroute� are

available only for repairing lowest�level virtual circuits� End reroute may be used to repair any virtual

circuit� Each repair includes a setup message generated by the switch initiating the repair and an

accept message generated by the switch at the point where the repaired route rejoins the old route for

the virtual circuit� The setup message actually travels to the target� even though the rejoining point

may be upstream of the target� in order to convey information about the new route to all downstream

switches� Similarly� the accept message actually travels to the initiator� to convey the new route to all

upstream switches�

On a lowest�level virtual circuit� when a switch� C� on the upstream end of a link detects a failure

to reach the downstream switch� D� it begins the virtual circuit repair process� First� C attempts a

hando
� which is the simplest and fastest type of repair� Hando� entails �nding a neighboring switch
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�or a set of neighboring switches if D was a bifurcation point for a multipoint virtual circuit�� which

is also a neighbor of the switch� E� immediately downstream from D� If C is successful in locating

such a neighbor� I� it repairs the virtual circuit through I to E� as shown in �gure ��a�� Otherwise�

if the hando� attempt is not successful� C then attempts a local reroute to E� Local reroute di�ers

from hando� in that it involves route generation� C tries to obtain a route� not exceeding a speci�ed

number of hops� from itself to E� Limiting the hop count helps prevent repaired virtual circuits from

becoming unduly long� thus incurring large delays and using network resources ineciently� If C is

successful in obtaining a route to E� it repairs the virtual circuit according to the newly�generated

route segment� as shown in �gure ��b�� Otherwise� if the local reroute attempt is unsuccessful� C

executes an end reroute in which it attempts to �nd a route from itself to the terminating switch of

the virtual circuit� as shown in �gure ��c�� Failure to repair a virtual circuit results in a break in all

higher�level virtual circuits multiplexed over this lower�level virtual circuit� Such failures are detected

by the switches participating in the higher�level virtual circuits� upon elimination of state associated

with the lower�level virtual circuit� In response to such a failure� the upstream switch for each a�ected

higher�level virtual circuit then initiates an end reroute of that virtual circuit�
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Figure �� Repair of a virtual circuit using hando� �a�� local reroute �b�� and end reroute �c�� The
light arrows represent the portion of the path requiring repair� The dark arrows represent the path
following successful repair�

Repair of virtual circuits may result in loops in the virtual circuit� These are detected and

eliminated by the switches along the virtual circuit� using their knowledge of the current state of the

virtual circuit�s route� As depicted in �gure ��a�� following a connectivity failure to F � E executes an

end reroute which creates a loop through C� C detects this loop by noticing that it appears twice in

the route carried in the repairing setup message generated by E� and it subsequently excises this loop�

as shown in �gure ��b�� �For further details on loop detection� refer to 	��
��

A virtual circuit that is a component of a higher�level virtual circuit� and whose initiator �or

target� is a member of a virtual gateway� may be repaired� even if the link from the initiator �or to the

target� fails� Each member� x� of a virtual gateway keeps track of all virtual circuits that it initiates

and terminates� It also distributes this information to all other peers on both sides of the virtual
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Figure �� Formation �a� and elimination �b� of a loop resulting from an end reroute� The light arrows
represent the portion of the path requiring repair� The dark arrows represent the path following repair�

gateway� so that if connectivity to x were to fail� other peers could repair the a�ected virtual circuits�

Moreover� when the target of a virtual circuit is a member of a virtual gateway� the penultimate switch

on that virtual circuit is allowed to repair the virtual circuit by selecting an alternate target within

the virtual gateway� A portion of a virtual circuit is depicted below� which initially consists of three

lower�level virtual circuits� as follows�

V C� � A� B � C � D

V C� � D � E

V C� � E � F � G� H�

When the link between C and the virtual gateway member� D� fails� both V C� and V C� are a�ected� C

chooses I as the new target for V C�� and I becomes the new initiator for V C�� as shown in �gure ���a��

When the link between virtual gateway members� D and E� fails� both V C� and V C� are a�ected� D

chooses J as the new target for V C�� and J becomes the new initiator of V C��

Endpoint movements� The simplest mechanism for accommodating endpoint movement is exten�

sion of an existing virtual circuit to the endpoint�s new switch� which is a neighbor of the endpoint�s

previous switch� This approach results in very fast repair of a virtual circuit� but if applied repeatedly

can result in long routes and hence large delays and inecient use of network resources� Therefore�

when the length of a route thus extended exceeds a speci�ed hop count� the initiator attempts to

obtain a shorter route to the target�

A more complicated mechanism for accommodating endpoint movement is the use of a mul�

tipoint virtual circuit connecting the set of expected locations of the endpoint� thus eliminating the

setup delay when the endpoint moves among these locations� This latter approach is similar to the
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Figure ��� Repair of a virtual circuit� when the failure occurs on a link to a virtual gateway �a� and
when the failure occurs on a link across a virtual gateway �b�� The light arrows represent the portion
of the paths requiring repair� The dark arrows represent the paths following successful repair�

�virtual connection trees� proposed in 	��
� In establishing this multipoint virtual circuit� the initiator

can choose one of two options� The �rst approach is to reserve the required resources on all branches

and to send a copy of each message down each branch simultaneously� This approach yields a high

probability of uninterrupted communication when an endpoint moves� but it consumes a large num�

ber of network resources that are thus unavailable for other trac sessions� Thus� it should only be

used when the endpoint is highly mobile and the session trac is of critical importance� The second

approach is to reserve the required resources on the branch to the current location of the endpoint

and a fraction �possibly zero� of the resources on the other branches and to send each message down

only the active branch� Reserving a small fraction of the necessary resources on the other branches

increases the likelihood that the full quantity of required resources will be available on those branches

should they become active� A branch becomes active when an endpoint moves to a new location on

the multipoint virtual circuit and requests the necessary resources� If it is not possible to reserve the

required resources along the newly active branch� the initiator attempts to �nd an alternate route for

the session� Meanwhile� the current branch is used until a better alternative is found� If the endpoint

moves to a location not currently reachable through the multipoint virtual circuit� the virtual circuit

is extended from the endpoint�s old location to reach its new location�

� Experimental results

In this section� we present results of large�scale simulations of the clustering� virtual circuit man�

agement� and location management components of the MMWN system� The main purpose of these

simulations was to determine the sensitivity of each of these system components to the transmission

range and mobility of network nodes� in order to de�ne an e�ective operating region and to estimate
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the overhead of these procedures within this region� Ultimately� these results indicate how well these

procedures are likely to work in an actual multihop mobile wireless network� The simulation models

were constructed using the Maisie simulation language 	��
� a C�based simulation language that can

be used for sequential and parallel execution of discrete�event simulation models� All simulations were

executed on a Sun SPARC workstation running SunOS ������

��� Network and mobility models

In the simulated environment� an instance of a multihop mobile wireless network is generated by

placing a set of S switches and E endpoints in a circular area with radius R within a square �eld

of L � L meters� Each switch and endpoint is positioned randomly and independently and has a

transmission range of T meters� We assume free�space propagation with a threshold cuto�� i�e�� two

nodes can communicate with each other if and only if their Euclidean distance is less than or equal

to T � A shortcoming of this model is its inability to capture the e�ects of barriers� foliage� multipath

interference� etc� We have adopted this model for our simulations because its computational simplicity

results in signi�cantly�reduced simulation times�

The set of switches in the network is divided into G groups with Si switches in group i� � �

i � G� The movement of each group as a whole and of each node within each group follows an

exponentially correlated random mobility �ECRM� model� This model is described by the following

equation�

b�t� �� � b�t� � e
��

� � s � � �

q
�� e

��

� � r ���

where

b�t� is the position �r� �� of a group or a node at time t�

� is a time constant that regulates the rate of change�

� is the variance that regulates the variance of change�

s is the speed of the node� and

r is a gaussian random variable�

Using this model� the movement of each group as a whole is controlled independently of the movements

of other groups and nodes within the group� At each time step� a group moves a random distance in a

randomly selected direction� The � and � variables� speci�ed separately for the distance and direction�

control the nature of the movement� In general� smaller values of � result in more random movement�

and larger values of � result in more variation from a given direction� Node movements are speci�ed

in an analogous manner� Within a group� all nodes have the same set of � and � variables� nodes

in di�erent groups may have di�erent sets of variables� This mobility model permits representation
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of typical node movements in a tactical network� such as the maneuvers of a battallion consisting

of several squads of soldiers� The squads may be represented as groups that move as a whole� the

soldiers within a squad� while exhibiting some randomness of movement� are aligned with the overall

movement of their squad�

��� Observations

For our experiments related to clustering and virtual circuit management� we simulated a mock re�

connaisance exercise typical of a tactical environment� There were � groups �A� B� C�and D� of �

switches each� in an area of � � � km� The movement of each group and each switch within a group

follows the ECRM model described above� Group A is stationary while groups B� C� and D move east�

northeast� and north� respectively� for a period of time� then reverse directions �i�e� west� southwest�

and south� for a period of time� and then reverse direction again� and so on� We experimented with

group speeds of �� km�hr �� m�sec� through �� km�hr ��� m�sec�� and with transmission ranges of

� km through � km� Simulation data was collected over a period of ��� seconds of simulation time�

sucient to establish adequate con�dence in the simulation results�

Figure �� shows the number of cluster splits� merges� and their sum �i�e�� cluster reformations�

as a function of the transmission range for speeds of � m�sec and �� m�sec� This data set was

obtained with Nsplit � �� Nmerge � �� and Npref � � �refer back to section ����� for a description

of these parameters�� The frequency of cluster reformations� no more than � per minute even for

switch speeds up to �� m�sec� is well within acceptable limits of overhead in terms of computation and

information distribution� As the transmission range of the switches increases� the number of merges

decreases� because there are fewer isolated clusters of containing less than � nodes and hence needing

to merge� As expected� increasing the switch speed increases the number of cluster splits and merges�

For our experiments related to virtual circuits� we considered only lowest�level virtual circuits�

so that we could observe the behavior of all three types of repairs � hando�� local reroute� and end

reroute � the �rst two of which are only possible at the lowest�level� Hence� the clustering procedure

was not invoked for these simulations� During the course of the simulations� � di�erent sessions were

initiated� one each to group A from groups B� C� and D and one each from A to B� B to C� C to

D� D to A� Each session lasted for the duration of the simulation and generated data packets at the

constant rate of one per second� regardless of whether a virtual circuit was yet in place� None of the

sessions required resource reservation�

Figure ���a� shows the dependence of the frequency of virtual�circuit repairs on the transmission

range for rapidly moving swithces� Figure ���b� shows the fraction of packets dropped as a function of

transmission range for di�erent switch speeds� For all three types of repairs � hando�� local reroute� and

end reroute � the frequency �rst increases with increasing transmission range and then decreases� The
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Figure ��� Cluster splits� merges� and reformations per minute versus transmission range for switch
speed equal to � m�sec �a� and switch speed equal to �� m�sec �b��

reason for this behavior is as follows� At low transmission ranges� the network is poorly connected�

hence fewer virtual circuits are successfully established� and consequently there are fewer virtual

circuits to repair� The poor connectivity at low transmission ranges is also re�ected in �gure ���b��

in this case as a high fraction of dropped packets� As transmission range increases� more virtual

circuits are successfully established� and hence the number of repairs increases� At the high end of the

transmission ranges simulated� the connectivity is good enough so that switch mobility causes fewer

disruptions in virtual�circuit connectivity� and hence fewer repairs are required�

For our experiments related to location management� we simulated endpoints as well as switches�

clustered in a two�level hierarchy� There were �� switches and � endpoints� with no groups� The

switches moved very slowly �� m�sec�� and endpoint speeds ranged from �� km�hr ��m�sec� to ��

km�hr ��� m�sec��

Figure ���a� shows the total overhead incurred by the location management scheme as a function

of call frequency� Here� the total overhead is computed as the number of location management messages

transmitted over each hop� anywhere in the network� due to location updating or �nding procedures�

over the entire simulation� Figure ���b� shows the total overhead as a function of endpoint speed�

In both cases� there is a �cuto� point� after which changing the roaming level results in increased

eciency� As shown in �gure It is more ecient to use a roaming level of �� for a call frequency of less

than ���� calls per minute �as shown in �gure ���a�� and for endpoint speed greater than �� m�sec

�as shown in �gure ���b���
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� Concluding remarks

The MMWN system has been designed to support distributed� real�time multimedia applications in

large� multihop mobile wireless networks� It consists of a set of modular components which enable the

network to adapt to node mobility and link�quality �uctuations� at the link and network layers� In this

paper� we have presented three key components of the MMWN system� the clustering and cell for�

mation procedures for creating a virtual hierarchical control structure over the physical network� thus

enabling ecient representation of network connectivity and services at multiple levels of abstraction�

the location management procedures for determining the location of endpoints with resepct to the

hierarchical control structure� allowing for tradeo�s of location updating and paging costs depending

upon an individual endpoint�s call�to�mobility ratio� and the virtual circuit management procedures

for establishing �multipoint� virtual circuits for stream�oriented sessions according to the session ser�

vice requirements and for rapidly repairing existing virtual circuits as switches and endpoints move

throughout the network� Our simulation results have shown that e�ective operating regions for these

three components �t well with environmental conditions typically experienced in a tactical network�

In addition to our on�going simulation work� we are also in the process of implementing and testing

the MMWN system on actual radios within a mobile wireless testbed� The results of both of these

e�orts will provide valuable insight into the performance of multihop mobile wireless networks in the

context of quality of service provision�
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